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Recent and Fossil R pie-Mark.

By E. M. Kindle.

' TRODUCTION.

The general mechanical principles underlying the phenomena
of r,pple.mark formation have been made the subject of expc-S

d"" ooedT'"^' '"^'^T^'f
^'°- b>- -"«- «-'"Ki^ts . who havedeveloped the physical theory of this subject to a fairly satis-

th.s field but conhnes itself to ti.e description and illustration
of the phases of npple-mark phenomena met with on sandy

The study of ripple-mark formation under present c .ti..nswas undertaken for the purpose of securing more pre. con

rnark. A definite an<l distinctive type- of .ipnl. -n.trk, always
results from current action on sandy bottom. , different type
1882." "pp"- tit "°" '"* '°"^"""' °f "PP"e-m--w;- Vtoc. Roy. fcc. i...don. vol XXXIV

ct J^^hk^'i;, ifi\''?8^f™''^i,"5'f»<'^''-'-cU5man.' Archive, d« science, physique,

vol. XXXV'l.'^ii^j, p'? •,h%5'^»ation of ripple-maric in «u,d." Proc. Roy. Soc.. London

278-3w"fis?.' ^-«"^"- '^ ""= f°™^"°° "f sand-dune,," Geog. Jour., vol. IX, 18,7 pp

.910, |p. ^jnib,'fi?,^ l-lfpleT^ 3%°^'' °' .iPPle-mark," Proc. Roy. Soc. «r. A. voL 84.

on rippl^SSk','by 'Cf"'D.yToKn1pi^'^'X''l'i"= '^'"^°=" »° ""=•• <>' 'h' literature

WWW -e*
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from wave action, and still another type from the direct actionof the wmd on sand. If these different types can be recoSby the geolog,st in examples of fossil ripple-mark, thefr d^cnmmat.onw.ll in many cases aflford important aid n deter-n..nmg the h.story of the formations with which he has to daManne depos.ts of the coastal zone are subject almost con-^nuously dunn, the r formation to the action ^f tidal currents-
^.h,le ,n the formation of lake deposits the influence of suchcurrents ,s absent and the presence of other current! ^s comparat.vely rare. The preponderance, therefore, in agiv^normafon of the wave-made type of ripple-mark, would furn^ hstrong evKlence of continental origin. The general occurrenceon the other hand of current made ripple-mark and absence ofthe ^ wave type would afford very strong evidence of marine.

The present paper aims to present the criteria by whichhe many vanet.es of ripple-mark met with in nature may bereferred to a few general types. These distinctive characteristicsare shown ch.efly through the use of photographs and p ofi e

ZL'T."! "f'"-^^ ^'"^ "°"''^^ ^^"^^ ^--''v from Hpp !mark shortly after .ts formation and from fossil ripple- rk

IluLT^T'l ""t""
^^''^ '^' ''''''' ripple-ma.k thusIllustrated has been formed have in most cases been carefully

obser^•ed Many of the moulds have been taken under water bymeans of specially devised anparatus.
^

r.nH^ f'T '^'^^'°"^hip exists between the physical geog-raphy of modern seas, lakes, and estuaries and the currents and
^•av-es w.th.n them. Currents and waves so impress themselveson the deposits formed under their influence that their char!acters may be recogn.zed from the peculiarities of these depositsHence through the correct interpretation of the physical features

whfch"" ZTT " '""^ "^ '''' ^--"* -d -ave fa towhich moulded thein. the features of the attendant physicageography can be inferred within certain limits
Geological literature abounds with references to ripple-mark which indicate a lack of knowledge of the different typeso npp^.n,ark and of the varying conditions under which [hevare produced. In a paper published recently the surprising

^-^i*ia;
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Statement is made that "ripple-marks are the work of the tideand of that alone."' Various authors, who evidently are nolaware that certam tvpc. of ripple-mark may be formed at greatdepths speak of fossil ripple-mark as an evidence of shofe overy shallow water conditions. Geologists are also told thatobservation of fossil ripple-mark affords in areas of great orogen^c
disturbance a means of determining whether the beds have been

can'nrh "T ' ''1'?'°"' ^''"^ *°'^ ^^^' ^^P^^ ^-" ^"d whatcan not be used m this way. These and other considerationshave led to the belief that a detailed discussion of thecSonunder which npple-mark is formed in nature would be u efu

o? fho hf: •

"^'^ '"'"' ^PP^^" ^° ^^ ^•^" -PP°"ed by one

1904 tht
'
Tr'''""'°"

°^ ripple-mark who wrote as late asU04 that The apparent contradictions of writers on ripple-mark are .so surprising that one fails to see how the studentor even the text-book writer can find his way through the mist -

nn.;,?Tf T °^. •'PP'^-'"^'-'^ on calcareous beds will beomitted from this discussion because the writer has had noopportunity to study its formation on recent deposits.

RECExNT RIPPLE-MARK.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

Beds of sand when exposed either to wave action or tocurrents of air or water of the proper degree of intensity, becomecovered by the beautiful flutings known as ripple-marks On tlsea beach at low tide the sandy strectches. with their innumerable
equally spaced ndges and furrows look as if thev might have beencombed with a giant comb. The parallelism of the troughs andndges of ripple-mark distinguish it from other forms of watersculpture (Plate VII). Wherever beds of sand occur which a esubject to the action of subaqueous or subaerial currents wkhneith. r too low nor too high a velocity, or to wave action, ripple-

"e'ttrn :r'- M^'"'^'
'" ^''''' ^'^^^ '^ little or noXlnbetween the particles composing it is essential to ripple-mark

formation. Mud, mari, and slimy sediments are nev'r ripplemarked. It sometimes happens that a bed of mud and sand is

Hunt. A. R.. NomencUture of ripple-mark, Ool. Ma,., vol. I. p. 417. 1904.
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sep^ated by a sharply defined contact line; in such a case
npple-mark if present on the sand will stop abruptly at themud contact hne I have observed striking examples of this
truncation of npple-mark pattern by mud beds along the StLawrence river The limitation of ripple-mark to granula;
sediments affords an important clue to the original texture of
rippIe-marked limestones.

The universality of this phenomenon on the sands of duneand desert regions and on the sandy beds of seas, lakes, and rivers
gives to It a degree of importance hardly suggested by the brief
treatment usually accorded to it in textbooks. Ripple-mark
as obsen^ed by Sir J. D. Hooker,' has sometimes been mistaken
for the fluting of Sigillaria stems and has led to the grave error
of determining as Coal Measures beds far removed from this
horizon.

A record of the work of air and water currents has been
inscribed m terms of ripple-mark on some of the oldest of the
sedimentary rocks. Even before marine life began to record its
history with fossil remains, ripple-mark was being formed which
has persisted in a good state of preservation to the present time
In many ater formations where fossils are rare or unknown
npple-mark is often most beautifully preserved. Thus it happens
that where the palaeontological record fails much may be gleaned
trom a study of ripple-mark concerning the history of older sedi-
ments. Fossil ripple-mark should indicate whether the material
impressed by it was laid down under wave or current action
and If currents were present their direction and within certain
limits their velocity. Where both fossils and ripple-mark are
preserved in the same beds the correct interpretation of the
latter may aid greatly in understanding the environmental
conditions of the former. It is evident that any trustworthy
interpretation of the significance of fossil ripple-marks must restupon a detailed study of the conditions under which they arenow being formed. The first part of this paper will, therefore,
undertake to indicate the conditions under which the severaln^s of npple-mark are formed. With reference to their

Himalayan Journal!, pp. 31 and 41, 1891.
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modes of formation ripple-mark may be classified as current
npple-mark, wave ripple-mark, and ripple-mark resulting from
combinations of these two fundamental types. Dune ripple-
mark is the product of air currents and belongs in the first men-
tioned class. This subaerial form of ripple-mark is distinguished
by well marked features from subaqueous ripple-mark.

FIELD WORK AND METHODS.

Parts of three field seasons have been devoted to the accum
ation of the data on which this paper is based. The field
observations have been made chiefly along the shores of lakes
Ontario, Erie, and Deschenes, and the bay of Fundy. A few
days were also sncnt in studying ripple-mark phenomena along
the St. Lawrence river between Montreal and lake St. Peter.
Through the courtesy of Mr. H. L. Cole of the Mines Branch, I
had the use, during the St. Lawrence River studies, of quarters
on a launch which had been chartered for the purpose of investi-
gating, from the economic standpoint, the sand deposits along
the St. Lawrence river. Much of the field work has been taken
up for periods of a few days or weeks when expeditions planned
primarily lor researches in stratigraphic palaeontology have made
easily accessible areas favourable for ripple-mark studies.

In both field and office work, E. J. Whittaker has furnished
mvaluable assistance.

A primary object of the field work has been to get a precise
knowledge of the shape and physical features of ripple-mark as it
exists under water where it is formed, and of the special conditions
under which different types are developed. Such information
concerning bottom features as the observer can obtain by looking
through the water from a boat is subject to the same limitations
as are his observations of fish and other forms of subaqueous life
The naturalist fortunately has his dredge ! ut it affords no aid
in the study of ripple-mark. I have, however, found it possible
by means of plaster of paris to secure perfect moulds of ripple-
mark in which the finest details of contour are preserved without
the slightest distortion or compression. By this means exact
duplicates in plaster of the various types of ripple-mark which
occur on lake, stream, and sea bottom have been obtained for

,L- j._
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Have b«„ „a<,c Z:„, .hX:::f'^/Zt,""^:^""'
''"'-'

.nto ,hc rippIo.„,arkcd »„d ,„ .. SS edtc i„ ;„
° " "T"

mchcs has been found convenient to use After ? J

.rrin r„Lt:; r«et::,;,rpr.tn,t,*pr."°
mould, „.y be made from ripplc-mark u„ over,^ a, ebb tWeby .ismg the «oo<len frame described above PK-, ,

added more rap.dly until the plaster i. soaked throughout
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Moulds made in this way require a much shorter time to harden
than when made under water.

For making moulds under water too deep to use the wooden
frame referred to above I have devised a piece of apparatus
comprismg a base about 16 inches in diameter resembling an
mverted dish-pan with a sharp edge, in which the plaster mould
is formed. A cylindrical tin reservoir holding about 2^ quarts
IS mounted on top of the broad circular base with wh'ich it is
connected by a wide short neck at the bottom. This neck fits
snugly into a hole in the centre of the base and is filled with a
valve opening upward. The top of the reservoir is ckxed by a
cap like that of a milk can. A small hole in the centre of this
cap permits a string to pass which is connected with the valve
at the bottom of the reservoir, thus permitting the operator to
open the valve after the apparatus is in position for taking a
mould on the bottom. Two or more valves in the top of the
lower section of the apparatus so constructed as to open in
descending and automatically close on reaching bottom facilitate
the process of lowering to the bottom. Short nails inserted
through holes in the lower margin of the apparatus prevent the
mould from slipning out when the apparatus is lifted. The
reservoir is filled with a mixture of plaster of paris and water,
equal volume, of each being used; after reaching bottom the
valve at the bottom of the reservoir is opened by means of the
attached cord and the plaster of paris mixture pours into the
base of the apparatus and forms the desired mould. It is neces-
sary to empty the reser\'oir within five or six minutes after
preparmg the mixture since it becomes viscid in six or eight
mmutcs. During the hour required for the setting of the plaster
the apparatus is left marked by a buoy. Tn using either this or
the nF)ple-mark mould apparatus the operator should be pro-
vided with a small instrument known as a "telegraph snapper"
for sampling the bottom and locating sandy deposits in which
ripple-mark may be expected. Another desirable but more
expensive piece of apparatus which can be used advantageously
in .cudying current ripple-mark is the Ekman current metre.
This instrument records not only the velocitv but the direction
of the current as well. It, therefore, enables the investigator
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of sand, which soon lengthened and joined togetl er, so as to

form long sinuous ridges with intervening furrows (Figure 1).

Each ridge had one side slightly inclined, and the other steep;

the lee-sid'.' being always steep, as be and de; the windward-siile

a gentle slope, as ab and cd. When a gust of wind blew with

sufficient force to drive along a cloud of sand, all the ridges were
s**en to be in motion at once, -h encroaching on the furrow
before it, anr* in the course ol a few minutes filling the place

which the furrows had occupied. The mode of advance was by the

continual drifting of grains of sand up the slope ab and cd, many
of which grains, when they arrived at b and d, fell over the

scarps be and de, and were under shelter from the wind; so that

they remained stationary, resting, according to their shape and
momentum, on different parts of the descent, and a few only

rolling to the bottom. In this manner each ridge was distinctly

seen to move slowly on as often as the force of the wind aug-
n- nted."

Figure 1. Wind ripple-mark, profile after Lyell.

Thediagrammatic figure here reproduced after Lyell, although

the troughs are too deep for their width, very well illustrates the

mode of formation and movement of ripple-mark. The lee

slope is much longer in proportion to the windward slope than
it is ever found in nature. The actual relations and appearance
of the lee and windward slopes in wind ripple-mark are shown
in Figure 2A and B. These show the very short lee slope and
shallow trough which are characteristic of wind ripple-mark.

Examination of a large number of sand dunes along the north

shores of lakes Ontario and Erie shows the surface of the sand,

where free from vegetation, to be nearly everywhere covered

by ripple-mark in dry weather (Plate I). These, of course, are

obliterated by heav>' rains but reappear soon after the surface

dries. The only areas which are free from the ripple-marks are

those where the slope is very steep, and where the action of the

wind is interrupted by trees or other obstructions. Whenever
the wind is strong enough and the surface of the dune sufficiently
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At PortColborneon lake Kric, with the exception meniioned
below, they varied in amplitude Jntwcen 3 J and 5 inches. The
sand at the latter p<3int i.s slightly coarser than at Sand Banks.
A wind gap .itiout 80 yards wide and 60 feet deep has been cut
across the sand ridge which borders the north shore of lake
Krie one-half mile west of Sug • [,oaf sand dune. Near the lake
end of this wind gap the sorting action of the wind has left some
ver>' coarse sand on the lower part of an up-slope. Wind
ripple-mark of a ver>' rude type was observed on this coarse
sand. The ridges were quite irregular in their trend as well as
parallelism. The troughs were about 10 inches apart and one-
third inch in depth. These observations apfKar to show that
the amplitude increases with the coarseness of the sand. This
was the conclusion reached by Sokolow' who found that the
height and amplitude of the ripples vary with th- size of the sand
grains.

In the case of very coarse sand ordinary wind velocities
either produce no ripple-marks or very irregular ones. Occas-
ionally when both coarse and fine sand are present, examples of
ripple-mark may be observed in which the coarse sand or fine
gravel grains occupy the crests of the ripple-mark while fine sand
comprises the slopes. Ordinarily, however, no distinction in
the coarseness of the material of the slopes and the crests can
be recognized in the lake Ontario and lake Erie durjs.

A unique variety of ripple-mark formed on highway dust
by artillery fire so directed that the shells from the g- i passed
at a slight elevation above the road has recently been described.-
The ripple ridges are reported to be one-half inch apart,
much closer than they are ever formed in sand. They were
produced according to the observer by the explosive wave passing
o\ er the road during the action of the field g-.ns.

The most striking characteristic of wind-made ripple-mark is

the very slight elevation of the ridges as compared with the height
of th.- crests of ripple-mark made under water (Figures 2 and 3).
This difrerence is clearly shown by a comparison of the ratios

'Die Danura. Bildung. Entwickelung uad Innerer Bau. DeuUche vom Verfawer
fcrganzte Auagabe iron Anireia Arzreni, Bei!in.

' The formation of dutt-npple. by H.U.G. (C.F.). Nature, vol. 97. p. 530. 1916.
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and too weak to initiate ripple-mark it will still be able to slightly
mo<Jify the shape of wave-made ripple-mark as it is developed
and to cause it to migrate so long as wave action is active. Two
cases were observed and timed near Lan-raie on the St. Lawrence
by placing pegs in the ripple crests. In one case ripple-mark
ridges with an amplitude of 1| inches in 3 inches of water moved
IJ inches in 20 minutes, a distance equal to their amplitude.
In the other observation at the same locality ripple-marks with
an amplitude of 2 inches in 6 inches of water moved 2 inches in

20 minutes. This ripple-mark was made by onshore waves
working in the presence of a barely perceptible current. Many
clear rivers with broad shallow streams and sandy bottoms
afford good examples of current ripple-mark. In such streams
the ripple-mark trends across the channel at right angles to the
current and moves down stream when the current is sufficiently
strong. In clear shallow streams the sharp crested parallel
lines of ripple-mark may often be seen extending from bank to
bank. The ripple-mark produced by river currents and that
formed by tidal currents are both asymmetrical and easily dis-
tinguished from the symmetric type produced by wave action.
The photographs reproduced in Plate IV A and B show a small
brook flowing over a bed of sand near Ottawa. In this case the
volume and velocity of the water was sufficient to develop
rip[)le-mark only over the middle portion of the channel where
the stream had its maximum vclocitv and depth. In this
middle zone the photograph shows tne w.-.cer breaking into
tongue-shaped ripples which are directly over corresponding
ridges in the sand.

There is.according toVaughanCornish, remarkable exception
to the usual downstream migration of current ripple-mark in
the case of currents maintaining a velocity of about 2-2 feet fH-r
second. Cornish states that "The most remarkable property
of the sand waves protluced in very shallow water when the
velocity attains about 2-2 feet per second is that they travel
up-stream." " It is very curious to see a group of
these sand ripi)les moving in procession up-stream against the
current which produces them."' This phase of ripple-mark

"Waves of »and and mow." 1914. p. 278, K. Fi.hcr Unwin. London.
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to the excellent experimental work of Hunt, Darwin, and others
which was designed to develop the principles underlying the
formation of ripple-marks; but we are assured on the first page
that "no one seems until now, to have definitely ascertained
their cause." This author denies that wind and waves have
any power to produce ripple-mark and states that "Ripple-
marks are the work of the tide and of that alone." He concludes
that ripple-marks are the product not of the direct action of the
tidal current but of transverse currents which arc accessory or
incidental to the action of the tidal cuirent with which they are
associated. It is indeed surprising that he should forget that
ripple-marks are formed on the bottoms of all small lakes with
sandy beaches where tidal action is entirely absent and where
wind developed waves are alone competent to produce them.
The evidence furnished by the ripple-mark of any small lake
directly controverts Dr. Epry's statement that "There is no
correlation between the movements of the aerial ocean and the
wrinkling of the sandy surface submerged under a very thin
stratum of water " One of the essential premises on
which this new theory of ripple-mark formation is based rests
on the author's observation that "On the upper beach ripple-
marks are never found. They occur in contrast in great abund-
ance on the lower beach . . .

.

" With this observation as a starting
point the author develops his theory that ripp!, -ark results
from the interaction of the down-flowing curren. ^ of the upper
steeper beach and the normal current of the lower less steeply
graded beach meeting more or less at right angles to each other.
It must be pointed out here, however, that this fundamental
premise regarding the absence of ripple-mark from the up^er
beach is true only locally. I have observed on the uppermost
part of the beach at Kingsport, N.S., perfectly developed ripple-
mark where the beach is almost flat, so that no transverse current,
such as Eprys theory calls for, could have been developed.'
Epry's statement that ripple-mark occurs only on the lower
beach, though subject to numerous exceptions, is true for shores
with a moderate tidal current; because during the first part of
the ebb the direct current is too weak to produce ripple-mark.
It is only on those parts of the beach which are uncovered after
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sand
;
but the surface may still show graining in the line of the

current. Much depends, however, on whether sand is or is not
being deposited from above; since, when it is, ripples are pro-
duced at a somewhat lower velocity and advance more quickly.
These results applied to the case of water varying from 1 to 8
inches in depth, and might be very different in the case of much
deeper water. I have long felt that such experiments ought to be
conducted on a much larger scale but had never had the oppor-
tunity in a suitable and convenient place, free from disturbance.
In the present state of the subject it may be assumed that, in
the case of moderately fine sand, the well-developed ripple-
drift, so common in certain rocks, indicates a current with a mean
velocity of about 1 foot per second." CKven' has also investi-
gated the relations which exist between ripple-mark formation
and current velocity. That portion of his table relating to
ripple-mark follows

;

Nature of bottom.

Rippled sand
Rippled sand
Rippled sand, soft
Rippled sand, very soft
Fine sand moving in a sheet, not

rippled
Srnd moving in a sheet, not rippled
Sand moving in a sh>.jt, no ripples.

A favourable locality for observing the correlation of
current velocity with the formation or non-formatio.. of ripple-
mark was found in the Avon river a half mile above the railway
bridge at Windsor, Nova Scotia. There at low tide a section
of the river about 125 feet long by 45 feet wide flows over a
stretch of sand with very uniform slope but with sufficient
grade to give a strong current; a good opportunity is adonlc'l to
observe the successive for nation of a series of ripple-mark

WOs! vvTlT-lTo'
°" '*" '™""''"''"« "*" °' "^ currmu." G«g. Jour, vol. XXXI.
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ripple-mark on the other hand displays an enormous amount of
variation in amplitude (Figure 3). This variation of the ampli-
tude appears to depend chiefly on the load of sediment carried
and on the velocity of the current. The estuaries of the bay of
Fundy afford ample opportunitic.i for studying this variable
feature of current ripple-mark. The tidal currents of the bay
of Fundy furnish a large variety of the conditions influencing
ripple-mark formation. The great range of the tides in the
bay, amounting to more than 40 feet at some points (see Plate
VI), results in currents of unusual power in the estuaries of the
rivers entering this bay. In some of these streams the turn of
the tide is accompanied by the phenomenon known as the bore.
The advancing tide ascends the river channel in the form of an
abrupt steep faced wave 1 to 3 feet high, or as a succession of
waves. Both of these phases of the bore are shown on Plate
V. Under the influence of the powerful tidal currents heavily
loaded with silt, a mammoth type of ripple-mark is developed in

many estuaries of the bay of Fundy. The ripple-mark which is

most commonly seen along the sea shore and which at most
localities is the only kind seen has the ridges spaced at intervals
of about 3 inches. This familiar form of ripple-mark is shown on
Plate VII. A graded series of these forms can be selected showing
ridges varying from a few inches to several feet apart (see Figure
3). The mouth of a stream entering St. Mary ba}' at the
northwest corner just above the bridge affords some striking
examples of a large type of ripple-mark produced by the very
strong current of the stream at ebb tide. These are remarkable
for their large amplitude, the crests being 2 to 4 feet apart and the
trough 3 to 6 inches deep (see Plate VIII A). Their large size
and nearly flat upstream sides give them a terrace-like appear-
ance, "i ...y have less perfect parallelism than ordinary ripples
but are, nevertheless, parallel in a general way. In this ripple-
mark the lee slopes are mclined at angles of from 25 to 32 degrees
and the upstream slopes at ^ to 5 degrees. The profile of an
example which was measured is shown in Figure 3 G. The
slope of the upstream side is often very irregular and may be
trough-like just in front of the steep sloping face.

V
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This rock floor is fairly smooth over a portion of its surfnrc
and thinly covered with sand in some places; in other places

sand and gravel are mixed. In the latter areas the straight

parallel lines of ripple-mark formed by the currentsof the outgoing
tide are beautifully shown. Where sand without gravel is present
in the area east of the cliffs the strong outgoing currents develop
good examples of large current ripples. These are all of the asym-
metrical type, most of them showing an amplitude of 6 inches to

1 foot. But over one stretch of the sand area a mammoth type
of ripple-mark similar to that at the head of St. Mary bay is

seen
:
the crests are 5 to 8 feet apart and the t.,,ughs 3 to 5 inches

deep. A characteristic of all the smaller exampl.-s of ripple-

mark seen here is the graded character of the materials in them

;

for the current has left the coarse materials and fine gravel
in the troughs, and the sand on the crests and upper slopes
(Plate IX B). The mammoth ripples have their crests more
scalloped and less nearly parallel than the smaller ones but still

show a general parallelism. These large ripple-marks are in

many places broken up into an intricate pattern and lose the
ordinary ripple-mark characteristics by irregularities in the
currents which have breached the crests of the ripple-mark with
various irregular slashes not easily referable to any definite

type of water sculpture.

In estuaries subject to these unusually strong currents during
ebb and flow of the tide, terrace-like waves of sand are often
formed, resembling ordinary ripple-mark in all respects exiept
their extraordinary size. This gigantic kind of npple-mark
is developed on the west side of the channel of Avon river near
the railway bridge at Windsor, N.S. The abrupt contraction
and increased grade of the channel of the Avon river near the
Canadian Pacific Railway bridge accelerates the current of the
ebb tide as it passes this point. The effect of the swift current
heavily loaded with silt in producing "sand-waves"' or ripple-

marks of enormous amplitude is manifested at low tide when
the extensive sandbanks above and below the bridge are laid

bare. In the middle of the channel at the bridge the whole of

' Cornish. Vaughn. "Waves of sand and snow," 1914. p. 300.
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and neap tides tl.at the length or amplitude and the height of

the waves were directly related to the stage of the tide. He
states that:' ' As t'>? tides diminished after springs, the length

of the waves I'liiin: hrti vrv slowly, but their height fell off

rapidly, and a tne time if nca;, ides they were nearly obliterated,

the surface of he iiidbank I;;ing almost smooth. The average
level of the i.tabank was, however, unchanged. When the
tides increased after ntajji^^ well-defined steep sand-waves were
again formed which grew in height and length."

The reason for the formation of the mammoth sized current
ripples is not altogether clear at first sight since small ones are

developed near them. It has been observed, however, in

certain cases that the sand waves lie on a surface sloping with the
direction of the main currents where the velocity would prob-
ably have its maximum rate. The small ripple pattern asso-

ciated with the larger lorms is in all probability developed in the
last stages of the ebb when the velocity of the current is much
reduced.

All available observations appear to indicate that current
velocity is an important factor in determining the amplitude of

current or asymmetric ripple-mark, the amplitude increasing or
decreasing with the current velocity. Volume of sediment in

suspension is certainly another factor and depth maybe a third.

With decrease in current a point is reached where ripple-mark
is not developed while increa.se in velocity results, where the
bottom is sandy silt, in rapid addition to the load of sediment
carried. A strong current carrying a maximum load of sand
probably forms ripple-mark of large amplitude where a slightly

loaded current having the same velocity would leave no ripple-

mark.

SYMMETRICAL RIPPLE-MARK.

A type of ripple-mark which differs distinctly in its perfect
symmetry (Figures 3 and 4 and Plate XXI) from the asymmetric
current ripple-mark is produced by the oscillation of water resulting
from wave action. This is the type of ripple-mark which charac-
terizes the sandy bottoms of lakes and ponds but which is seldom

' "Waves of nnd and gnow" 1914, p. 316.
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of the b- aking wave, which continues up the beach as a thin sheet

of water loaded with sand picked up during its advance, drops
this load at the instant when it starts back down the beach slope.

Wave marks are left only by every third or fourth wave where
I have observed their formation. This is due to the fact that they
will not form on sand completely saturated with water. A short

period, equivalent to that separating the larger waves, suffices

to dry the sand to the extent of letting the oute: fringe of the

larger waves sink instantly into it, thus leaving a little ridge

instead of partially carrying back the sand load over a saturated
surface. Under a very hot sun the interval between successive

waves might suffice for this.

Symmetrical ripple-mark under a few inches of nearly still

lake water is shown in Plate XX B. The sharp contrast between
the symmetrical or oscillation and the asymmetrical types of

ripple-mark can be clearly seen by referring to Figures 3 and 4.

The mechanical theory of the formation of oscillation ripple-marks
has been developed and the general relation of the essential factors

involved has been shown by the work of Hunt, Forel, Darwin, and
others. G. K. Gilbert has formulated the essential element- of

the theory of their formation in the following passage:

"The ordinary ripple-mark of beaches and rock faces is

produced by the to-and-fro motion of the water occasioned by the
passage of ' waves. During the passage of a wave each
particle of ar the surface rises, moves forward, descends
and moves describing an orbit which is approximately
circular. The orbital motion is communicated downward, with
gradually diminishing amplitude. Unless the water is deep the
orbits below the surface are ellipses, the longer axes being hori-

zontal and close to the bottom the ellipses are nearly flat, so
that the water merely swings forward and back. It is in this

oscillating current, periodically reversed, that the sand-ripples
are formed. A prominence occasions vortices alternately on its

two sides, and is thereby developed in a symmetric way with
equal slopes and a sharp apex. There is a strong tendency
to produce the mole laterally into a ridge, the space between
ridges is definitely limited by the interference of vorticos and in
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On the seashore, where the current of the ebbing tide nearly
always develops the asymmetric or current ripple-mark type, the
retreat of the tide removes every obstacle to close examination.
The numerous photographs of ripple-mark uncovered by the
tide, which have been published, consequently show current
ripple-mark but not oscillation ripple-mark. T.c photographs
and profiles of wave ripple-mark, which are here shown, have been
obtained by making, under water, plasi?r moulds of these ripplc-

marks. The method used in taking tliLse preserves perfectly
the finest details, notwithstanding the fact that they are com-
posed of material so unstable as sand.

Symmetrical ripples do not travel like the asymmetrical or
current ripple-mark. They maintain a permanent position .so

long as the conditions which produced them remain unchanged.
In specimens of fossil ripple-marks in the Joggins, N.S., section,
I have observed symmetrical ripple-marks directly superimposed
ihroughout a bed of .sandstone 6 inches thick. Gilbert records
an observation in which the lamination of the strata showed that
a set of ripple-marks had held the same position while 2 feet of
sediment were accumulated.'

All waves have a tendency, whatever their direction may L
at a distance from the shore, to change gradually tne direction
in which they are trending'as they approach land and enter shoal
water, so tha- they reach the beach with troughs and crests
approximately parallel to it. "The action of the bottom on a
wave may be compared to that of a friction brake on a machine."
The end of a wave which first "feels the bottom" in shallow water
will slacken its speed while the opposite end in deeper water
travels faster, thus causing the entire wave in approaching
shore to swing round and face the b.-ach. As a result of this
tendency of waves to face the beach in approaching land, the
ripple-marks made by them always trend with the direction of
the strand line near the shore. On the shores of lakes where
ripple-inark is due entirely to wave action it always runs parallel
with the coast-line. Rinple-mark along the sea coast is generally
the work of tidal currents which follow the shore-line. These

' Bull. Phil. Soc.. Washington, vol. 2. t874-7S, pp. 61-62.
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current made npple-marks consequently trend at right ano the coast-hne. Lake shore and sea shore ripple-mark are td.lTerently onented with respect to their ad|acent shore lithe_former trending with the shore-Hne. the latter at rLhtal';

The relationship which the amplitude of wave-made rinrmark bears to depth is a subject which needs further inv-estigabefc.re any final conclusion can be formulated. Mrs HerAyrton- concludes as a result of experimental work on npnmark .n small tanks: "But as the heights and ripple distan'o all vary w.th the amplitude of the wave, they are g^ea

:n::;s:r-^r^r; trs^;
Myow^obserS

sustain th.s opinion. Li^i; I^^^h'a^g ^tt Trnprulnpple mark was observed after periods of storm7weatL

•^ e^pSThat^h^'^'"
^'^^

^'J
'''''' °^ ^ ^'PP'^ f--^ ^^^^^o•s steeper than the opposite side. None of the numerous wa.npple-mark moulds which I have taken under watTr howevshow any modification of symmetry with reference to the shor

irV/f'
.P'''"' ''''''''' '"«"^"^^ ^-hich depth and wTamph ude have on the height and spacing of r^ppIe-mark J

.rcica e thr. T''""'"'.
^'^^'^"^'^ ^^^ observations mad

So" mark Oh
"T "' ''' '''''''' ^^"^'«"'"g ^-P'-tude cnpple-mark. Observations m shallow water 'early show a,mcrease in the size of the ripple-mark ridges and troughs wit.ncreasing depth; to what depth and a. what rate thisin r"wdl extend remains to be determined. A large number of obserations on npple-mark in water less than 6 fnches deep nd cauthat the crests of the npples at this depth are never more thanTo

2 inches apart. In water 3 to 10 feet deep the crests are from ^
wei;:;rnateJ''^'""''"'"^r^^^^
w^H ir. r ""^"^'"^ '" ^'P^'^ f^"'" 15 inches to 20 feet

"obLm " "" ^"^""^'^ °^ ^'^^ -'^--—d on thL
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Depth of water. Amplitude of ripple-mark.
l^jn 2 to 4 in.

f *
J

3ito4in.
JOJt 4 to 6 in.

Uft 4iin.
20 ft 4 to 5 ft.

Th( l.-UKc number of observations which have been made
on npplc-mark in depths between 6 inches and 10 feet may be
summarized in the statement that the ampHtude at the former
depth ^•arics I)ctween 1 and 2 inches and at the latter between
3^ and 6 mches. kipple-mark with an amplitude of less than
2 mches is. so far as my observation goi-s, formed only in water
havmi,' a depth of less than one fo<n.

It is probable that the factors controlling amplitude and
height of crest in symmetrical ripple-mark include coarseness
of sand, depth of water, and wave amplitude. Much additional
work IS needed to determine the relative importance of these
factors.

RIPPLE-M.\RK OF IMBRICATKD OR CO.MPI.KX P.\TTER\.

The more simple and common forms of ripple-mark are
mchuled in the two types which liave already been described
I he more complex forms resulting from various combinations
of these fundamental types will now be considered. Ripple-
mark of simple type is often modified by the superposition unon
It of another type thus producing a complex or complicated
pattern. The relationship of the ditTerent features of these
complex forms of ripple-mark to the factors producing them
has been ascertained in many cases by ob.servation of them as
they emerge from the ebbing tide.

Ripple-mark developed by current action is frequently
modihed by wave action. If the wind should blow at right
angles to the course of a stream in which current mark is forming
or transverse to the direction of a tidal current, the ripple-mark
resu tmg from these currents will be crossed transversely by
npplc-mark which trends at right angles to the course of the wind
If the waves are the product of a moderate breeze and are of
small size the current ripple-mark will be marked on its gentle
slopes only by a miniature ripple-mark pattern which will be

3
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broken or interrupted by the troughs of the current ripples.

This type of ripple-mark is shown in Plates IX A, XV B, XXVII,

XXVIII B, and XXIX. The size or prominence of these superim-

posed ripples will depend on the strength of the waves producing

them. Under the influei.ce of a strong wind they will dev 'op to

the extent of breaking across the current ripple pattern and pioduce

a knobby surface like that shown in PlateXV C. The ripple-mark

superimposed on the current mark by wave action is always of the

asymmetrical typ)e owing to the influence of the current upon it, as

will be seen by an examination of Plate IX A. The current ripples

and superposed wave ripples shown in the photograph on Plate XV
were formed under water and air conditions which were closely

observed. These conditions are indicated in the following excerpt

from my notes: The mud bank of the east shore of the Avon ri\er,

I'J miles below Windsor, slopes gently toward a broad sand plain

100 to 2.';0 yards wide which is nearly flat antl uncovered at low

tide. This sand flat is beautifully ripple-marked throughout a1

low tide, when there has been little or no wind, by regi'lar ripples

with an amplitude of 3 to 3\ inches. These are to-day rippled al

right angles by very small ripples caused oy the waves set up bj

the strongwesterlybreezc which has been blowing during ebb tide

These small ripples of wave origin over considerable areas an

of one inch amplitude. At lower levels where the ripple-marl

formed after the breeze dropped somewhat, these supcrposec

ripple-marks are much smaller, making only small ridges one

fourth to one-third inch apart on the steep and gentle slopes of th(

current-vipples.

Wave ripole-mark is subject to modification by curren

action,. the resulting *'orm depending on the strength of thi

current. The symmetrical crests of wave-ripples are extremeb

sinsitive even to ven,- gentle current action. A current whicl

i.-, i>arely perceptible is suflicient to modify wave-made ripple

mark and give it a slightly asymmetrical form. These sligh

modirications of the symmetry of wave ripple-marks can seldor

be clearly recognized in observations made through the wate

but .ire easily seen in the plaster moulds. Many observation

on the influence of current on wave-made ripple-mark wer

made along the St. Lawrence river. The bread .h of the river, an

m^i^
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'op to

the generally sandy shores along parts of its course above lake
St. Peter afford favourable conditions for the formation (,f ripple-
mark by wave acticn. in the very shallow water alon^ shore
where the current alone is not strong enough to produce ripple-
mark. Where the current is strong in the deeper water of the
river, true i iirrent ripples unaffected by wave action are doubtless
ftrni d wh. rr th.' bottom is suitable but these were not observed.

We are at present concerned only with ripple-mark Jeveloped
along the shore by waves produced by the wind. These are
geneially parallel with the shore. In one case symmetrical
wave ripple-ma ks weu observed within 4 feet of ripple-nv.irks
which though due prima ily to wave action had been given an
as\mmetric form by the very gentle current which reached them.
Examples of the two types within a few feet c' each other were
m.irked and the symmetrical ripple-mark was found to be
stationary- while the asymmetrical forms a few feet away moved
1

1
inches in 25 minutes. At a point above Lauoraie, Que., on the

we>t bank of the St. Lawrence, the following notes were made
on the wave-made ripple-marks observed: A strong up.stream
bre.?ze makes waves out in deep water transverse to the channel;
but along the beach waves come in parallel to the beach with
crests 6 to 10 inches high and 4 to 8 feet apart. These have kept
the bottom rippled in the shallowest water (1 to 5 inches) with
asymmetrical ripple< with crests about 1| to 11 inches apart.
Three of these were marked and observed. Their crests moved
shorewards a distance equal to their amplitude (crest to crest
U- mches) in 20 minutes. Water was 3 inches deep. Above
observations were repeated in 6 inches of water where crests are
2 mches apart; ripples moved shorewards at the same rate, viz.,
distance of ampliti.

, 2 inches, in 20 minutes.
Comparison of the profile (Figure 4 G) of the moulds of modi-

fied wave ripple-mark taken at Lanoraie with typical current
ripple-mark profiles from Windsor (Figure 3 C and D) shows a
marked difference in the degree of asymmetry, the latter showing
a very much steeper lee slope than the former. There is con-
siderable difference in this respect also among the current
modified ripples, some specimens like Figure 4 G showing a barely
perceptible amount of asymmetry.

MM
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Letter to the author. Jan. 16. 1914.
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Other observations of Mr. Gilbert' on ripple-mark of complex

1
ni and 1912 I Ms.ted almost daily a sand spit bare it low tideand saw each day a new pattern of ripple-mark. Cross patterns

were common-or rather not rare-but only a lew of them
indicated equal action in two .lirections. Usually a system of
parallel ndges was given an appearance of reticulation bv

difons under which ripple-.TrU 'hown^fn HatJxi V^^^^'^lXpid"
'^°"-

systematic offsets the lines of ofTsets making oO degrees with the

niid n t r\ ^^ ^'^ ""'^ °^ """^''^ ^•-•-^ -^ ^' -^"v «Pa ed

m. ally there were two systems of offsets producing a pattern^ three directions. Not rarely the crests of the ridges were
Letter of Dec. 12 1913.
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double a character I have noted also in fossil examples «
times the whole system of ripples woul.l take the charact
dunes ana m that case the pattern was us.ially imbrirate.l
m.Rht say that the dunes fell into two sets of rows of whicl
directions made an angle less than 90 .legrees or that the suwas occupied by two systems of ridges, at the intersectio
which were special dexcl.ipments.

I also saw something of the process of ripple making, oh
ing the eddies in the intervening hollows and the cloud of
projected from each crest as a water wave i,asst><l over
_

By the way this reticulated pattern of subaqueous d
.s the feature in the Portage formation which Hall called
flow The material is sand rather than mud and the for

cui^enT"
^""''^^"3'") by the joint action of waves

in PI^ vlx'^'n ""!!'"u'''

"'^"'''''' "^ "PP'^-'^^^k pattern is sh
in nate XIX B. which was photographed from a mould take
the edge of the beach near Port Colborne on lake Erie

"

example is the result of the action of very small waves lapping
crossmg each other from opposite sides of a miniature spit
position of a small partially submerged outward projecting pOf sand bar supplied the conditions for complex wave action in
lee of the bar.

INTERFERENCE RIPPLE-MARK.

A form of ripple-mark which has little resemblance to
ordinary forms is generally designated as interference rip,
mark. It has been called ".limpled current mark" by Jul
It has sometimes been described under the name of -tadp
nests with reference to its supposed origin. In place of
parallel trough and ridge structure of the common forms
npple-mark a deeply pitted or cell-like structure is characteri>
of interference ripple-marks (Plates XXII and XXIII) I h'ound that different examples of interference ripples shov
rather wide range o. characteristics with respect to the appeara,
of_the pits or cells comprising them. Just as ordinary ripp
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ni.irk- show crests, which, in examples pr.Kluce.l under diiT.nnt
cnd.iK.ns, range from sharply angular to ne.irlv ti..t ,,r u,uwM
M, mterlep-nce ripple> e.xhihit correspond in;.' variaiimi-, uf tvpe
SuKcsMvc ..hHTVations of ,,ne set of interference rippK- ,-,,n-
tnuie<l for three <lav~, have also shown that aging of iIr. i,„pn...
M(m~, under the influence of a shifting dirreti-m of th,- wind
tend- to alter angular [.artition- to rnundtd ones, thu- pn,,!,,, i„^!
patterns resembling tlu- "tadpole n. -t.-,' .,f Hit.hcrk The
comparative rarity of the so-e.»lled "tadrx.le ne-ts" aftunN strong
evidence that they are the prrKJuct of the wind rather than of
tadjx.l.s. I have observed many scores of p, ul, vviili lad-
poles, hut have only once seen the dimple.! surfai e .ailed "tid-
fx.le nests" by Hitchcock a.ssociated with tadjx.les. Int.rfiTence
npplev are much less common than the wave-like tvpe of ripple-
mark so frequently seen in shallow water. Thev are dev,>lo[x,l
under shallow water in which the ordinarv wav 'vnwiWd
by the action of the wind on the surface i. split up int,, tw,. or
more sets of oscillations moving in different .iircctions The
gradual movement of fine sediments by such conflicting „„ il-
lations results in the coarse cell-like structure shown in F'late
XXII, The interruption or breaking up of regular wave oscil-
lation, which occurs about the ends of bars, piers, or stranded
-ogs, affords favourable conditions for the development of inter-
ference ripple.. When the bottom is favourable interference
ripples are gem rally found in the shallow water of such localities
Ihe castof the interfen nee ripples shown in Plate XXIII C wis
made in water about 6 inches deep and protected on all sido. bv
stranded logs from any but the lightest wave action. The
photograph shown in Plate XXII was taken from ., plaster
mould of interference ripples ma.le un.kr a few inches of water
at Britannia bay, Ontario, where the regular wav oscillations
are interrupted by the pier and stranded logs. This picture
mdicates the close relationship of the interference ripplc-mark
to ordinary wave ripple-mark. The lower half of the picture
shows a type belonging more to the ordinary oscillation ripple
han to the interference form. The uppe-r half shows the
troughs of the oscillation ripples broken up hv a series of more or
less discontinuous partitions giving the ettectof a series of four-
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sided cells. In the waters of small shallow ponds development

of interference ripples frequently occurs in which the cells have

rounded instead of quadrangular sides. A photograph of this

kind of interference ripple-mark is shown in Plate XXI 11 A
which shows the bottom of a small pond from which most of the

water has evaporated leaving t!ie interference ripple-mark

structure exposed on the surface. Interference ripple-mark

is frequently seen in niiniature coves or identations of the shore-

line but never along a straight uninterrupted shore-line. The

Triassic sandstone of the Connecticut valley has furnished some

striking fossil examples of this type of ripple-mark. It was

originally described by Hitchcock from these beds as "tadpole

nests."' It also occurs, though rarely, in the Berea sandstone,

as shown by Plate XXX B.

CURRENT-MARK.

In preceding pages it has been shown that water currents

passing over sand at certain velocities develop ripple-mark over

the whole surface; at other velocities the surface film of sand

is moved along in a uniform sheet without the formation of

ripple-mark and the surface is left smooth. If the sand trans-

porting current joins a slower current or enters quiet water its

load is thrown down in a fan-shaped mass called a dclii (see

Plate XVI A). When converging currents meet or, where owing

to irregular contour of the bottom or sides of the channel, vari-

able or irregular currents are developed, there results an intricate

interplay of the forces tending to produce ripple-mark and those

tending toward delta formation. Instead of the regular rhyth-

mic succession of ridges and furrows of ortlinary ripple-mark

variable currents often produce a great variety of irregularly

manimillatcd and lip-shaped surfaces on sandy bottom which

may be called current mark (Plate XVII and Figure 6). Juke<

has described this type of current sculpture and its cause a^

follows:

"In places where the current was troubled a modification

of these rippled surfaces is sometimes produced, the bed being

"Ichnology of Maaa.". nl. I. fig. 1, 18S8.
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irregularly mammillatcd on its surface, which is pretty equally,
althoui,^h irregularly divided into small hollows and protuber-
ances of a few inches in diameter." "It might he called
dimpled current-mark."' Strong currents which impinge upon
each other over a sand bar which lies between two channels are
apt to produce this phase of water sculpture showing a |)cculiar

ix.ndant and elongated lip-like effect. Examples of this phase
of current mark are shown in Plates XVI B and XVII A and B.
Plate XVII B and C represents current-mark which was made l)y

a small brook near its junction with the St. Lawrence river. I'late

XVII A is from the mould of a cast taken on the sand bar it the
mouth of the Avon river. Plate IV A shows the appearance of the
surface of a small brook near Ottawa which is flowing over a sandy
bottom and producing in parts of its channel a variety of current-
mark. Two lines of tongue-like ripples on the surface of the brook
indicate the zones of maximum bottom ridging. Where these two
lines of ripple unite below the small bar current-mark is formed.
This photograph clearly shows the varying intensity of the
action of the current in different parts of the bottom of the narrow
channel shown. The different types of current mark are all

apparently the result of irregular or "troubled" currents. Some
of these, like the structure shown in PlateXVI B, have the appear-
ance of mud flows.

Many geologists have been puzzled by these curious features
on the surface of stratified rocks and they are frequently errone-
ously called "mud flows" in geological reports. Jas. HalP
figured e.\amples of this structure as "casts of flowing mud."
David Dale Owen' figured a fine example of current mark but
wrote "I am rather disposed to the belief that the material of
which the rock is composed was once volcanic mud and that
while in a viscid state, it congealed suddenly, or became fixed
in the very act of flowing down the hillside; transmitting to us a
lapidified memento of the action of some mud volcano in the
vicinity." The peculiar impressions left by the swirl of waters
on sand in eddying currents resembles often the sweeping

' J. B. Jukes. Manual of geology, 1872. pp. 16,1-164.
' t.eology of New York, pt. 4. fie. 10. 1S4J, p. ZM.
Illustrations to the Geol. Rept. of Wis.. Iowa, and Minn., table 1, fig 1 1852
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curves of a rooster's tail feathers. Some of the described spc
of Taoniirus are probably of current rather than plant ori
Typical examples of fossil current mark are common in the In

part of the Joggins section, X.S., at the old grindstone qua
The Aylmer sandstone at Ottawa is nearl\- always characteri
by these impressions. Plates XXXI and XXXIII show cxami
of current mark from the lower part of the Joggins section.

DEPTH TO WHICH RIPPLE-MARK EXTENDS.

Thediscusrions of ripple-mark found in many texts and tre
ses on general geology treat them as shallow water featu
LeConte' states that "By means of these characteristics of sh
deposit (ripple-marks) many coast lines of previous geologi
epochs have been determined." A bulletin of the Uni
States Geological Surv'ey, intended primarily for use in schc
and colleges, informs the student that: "In the water tl

(ripple-marks) are formed only where it is shallow and they
not extend beyond the depths to which the water is agita
by the wind."^ Fossil ripple-mark has thus come to be regarc
by many geologists as a criterion of very shallow water cone
ions. This conception of ripple-mark has no doubt arisen chiel
through the fact that direct observation of it has been limii
to shallow water. But we have little better reason for assumi
that ripple-mark extends no deeper than it has been actua
seen, than we have for inferring that the natural habitat
fishes extends no deeper than we have actually observed them.

Curiously enough the statements regarding ripple-ma
contained in some of the older text books are much more accurz
than are discussions of the same subject in many of the mc
recent manuals. Thus the statement of Jukes regarding ripp
mark produced by current action requires no revision at preser
He writes: "A rippled surface, therefore, to a rock, is no proof
Its having been necessarily formed in shallow water, thou]
rippled surfaces are perhaps more frequently formed thei
but simply a proof of a current in the water sufficient to mo'

' Hlemenu of urology, ISgg, p. Ja.

II s'rl^i
="'" T^'

«)"':a"onal .eri-, of rock .peciment coUtcted and dittrlbuted by i

U. S. Geol. Survey," Bull. U.S.O.S., No. 150, 1898, p. 82.

«.»-. "'•«. 'WB'^'V':i&»Ar'^"'*jUi«f«»»>
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the sard at its bottom gently along at whatever depth that bot-
tom may be from the surface of the water."' This entirely
correct statement removes ripple-mark from the list of features
which can be regarded as evidence of shallow water conditions.

Among the earliest observations on the depth to which
wave action extends are those of Siau.« A translation of his
description of the ingenious methods of observation used and his
conclusions follow:

"The observations which .v. — rd were made on whit
madreporic and black basaltic sa.. ttoms. They were made
during the course of examinations in mection with the estab-
lishment of a harbour at Sant Gilles where there is a natural
channel current through the coral reef that lies along the coast.

"When the sea is calm enough to allow the gravelly sand of
the channel bed to be seen, parallel ripple-marks may be dis-
cerned, the transverse section of which changes with the state
of the sea which causes their formation. On the occasions when
observation was possible the distance between two consecutive
troughs or two crests was estimated to be 30 to 50 centimetres,
the depth of the trough below the crest being about 10 to IS
centimetres.

"The heavier materials such as coarse sand, gravel and small
stones are found in the hollows of the undulations and the finer
sand at the summits.

"When the ripples are made up of materials of the same size
but of differing specific gravities, like basaltic and calcareous
sand, the heavier materials are found in the hollows and the
lighter at the summits.

"It may be readily seen that the undulations are due to the
actions of the waves. When the water is undisturbed and the
bottom IS visible, the waves have very slight effect on if but
when the water is agitated, the materials are set in motion.
Little by httlc as the waves decrea.se, their effective action
dinunishes, until they are no longer able to move the heavier

'Manual of geology, 1857, p. 172.

m^'^"',
"'2!.''''".°° '''• "*"" * '^* «™"''" Profondeurs," Compte. Rendui Hebdo-na«Uir«. de. S&nce. de I'Acadimle de. Sdencet. Tome Xll, I M i. pp. 770-776
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particles. Sifting or sorting then takes place ; the lighter partis
are separated and continue to move forward as before, i

in the undulatory course which the movement always folio
the wave action stirring up the bottom of the troughs, can
the fine particles to the crests, leaving the heavier matei
uncovered in the hollows.

"Advancing along the channel toward the entrance, it v

seen that the ripple-murks maintained their parallelism and tl

their section gradually diminished. The same is true in the of
sea, the undulations there are parallel to those in the chanr
Alternating zones of heavier and lighter material can always
distinguished and they may be easily seen, when the sea is cal
at depths of at least 20 metres.

"Proceeding farther out to sea and making soundings wit!
lead charged with tallow, it was found on raising the lead that t

zones above referred to were stamped on the tallow. Sometin^
a uniform zone of heavy material was brought up and the tall<
had a convex surface or, again, a zone of light particles w
brought up when the tallow had a concave form Finally,
great depths, two narrow zones of fine particles of differe
specific gravities were brought up together and it was noted th
the heavier particles covered a protuberance in the tallow ai
the lighter, a depression.

"These considerations have led us to recognize that, whe
our observations were made, the motion of the sea makes itst
felt at greater depths than have been recorded by previoi
obscr\ers, who have worked in a less precise way.

"We regret that time and circumstances prevented us froi
making further research, for the nature of the bottom in whic
we were working was favourable for such observations becau^
of Its being made up of materials of aifTerent specific gravitii
and of different colours.

"The deepest sounding which has been definitely recorde
was one of 188 metres (578 feet) made in St. Paul channel on
basaltic sand and gravel bottom. In this case the occurrencoc
zones was rcccjgnized by the clearest evidence.

"Soundings were made also at much greater depths, bu
while the results seemed to us to be in all probability analogou

HrVUl^Y-.''^»V!««'.-k9^-'««iWIIBHbLli W4M <(£.• i^ ici.-'.- t,-. .-aB.^ 'wnmt-"w<^)K^
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In recognizing the importance of these observations it is

necessary to point out that Siau fails to consider the possibility
that the ripple-marks which he found at such great depths may
have been caused by tidal currents. While this possibility does
not seem very probable to the writer it must nevertheless be taken
into account and until eliminated the parallel zones or rid-res
found by Siau at 578 feet cannot be considered conclusive e\i-
dence of wave action at that depth.

Rather sharply contrasted with Siau's statement that In-

observed ripple-mark with crests 11 to 20 inches apart is

Pirsson and Srhuchert's' report of Prof. Verrill's observation near
the island of Anticosti. "Ripple-marks have been seen and
measured in depths of 75 feet with the ridges still .^ incl-.es

apart." It is possible that the discrepancy between the two
.itements with reference to amplitude at a considerable depth
may be due to the greater amplitude being the prcxlurt of wave
action and the lesser the result of tidal current action. It i^

not stated how the ripple-mark was "seen and measured" at the
considerable depth of 75 feet.

The statements of some geologists who have had oppor-
tunities for examining the sea bottom through the clear sea water
and brilliant light which prevails on sub-tropical coasts indicate
that under these favourable conditions ripple-marks may be
seen from the surface at considerable depths. Prof. John L.
Rich= states that. "I have seen from a glass-bottomed boat
npple-marks developing in water estimated to be 70 or 80 feet
deep, at Avalon, California, under the influence of the ocean
swell. At Avalon in the deeper water the ripple-marks might
be likened more nearly to windrows than to anything we are
likely to think of as ripple-marks. They must have been 5 or
6 feet apart and 1 or 2 feet in height."

The only observations of my own bearing on this question
were made in lake Ontario. In the bay at Wellington on lake
Ontario, I was able one still, bright day to observe ripple-marks

' Pirsson and Schudiert, "A teit book of geology.' 1915. p. 491.
Letter to the author, Feb. 15, 1915.
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wn^h extended continuously over the bottom from a dep

ir T?'
"^'''' *° *' ^^* ^'^"* °"«-third of a mile

irn- 7 T ^''' ^" ^^"^ '^'^^'•'y *° ^ depth of 15 feetless distmctly to 19 feet and beyond that depth vision f

wit r'aC 24% .h" *''n*'^
ripple-marks continued'ouwater about 24 feet deep. Beyond this depth the increased H

ml^Lt" ""^ "
IJ'-^'''^^

'""^ ^'^-*'- - the Heroic

npple-mark m 30 feet of water failed, apparently because of^rong bottom current which undercut the edges of the appabefore the plaster had hardened. The ereatit Hpnth.? k
have taken moulds of ripple-mark is 27^"t

^ "' "''

In considering the maximum depth at which rioole nmay occur it is important to discuss separately the two k nSsubaqueous npple-marks which have been desoTC
symmetrical type of ripple-mark produced by waTa^oncertamly be developed on sandy beds at any depth towS
effective oscillatory movement of waves extends I havesLelsewhere- that wave action of an extremely vigorous tyrexteto depths of 10 fathoms in lake Oncario. Wave act^rSviolent enough to break up a lake tug at a depth SlS fH
that depth Fifty fathoms would seem to be a conservatestimate of the depth at which ordinary storm wa^e^^odevelop ripple-marks on the bottom. With reference Jtquestion Dana stated that. "Ripple may form otrTe b^tt

T^^^zt:-:::::^ - ^'^—-^^- -hich ^:

essential^'oT-^^'"'""""""^' "PP'^-'nark the only facte

b^ found.^ u? " "° ''^'°" ^''y ^'''^ °f these may nbe found at any depth known in epicontinental waters. Unhlwave action current a-tion may extend to any depth Currenpple-marks may. therefore, be formed at great depths."

' Sedimenutlon In lake Ontario. MS.
• J. D. Dana. Manual of geology. 4th! cd.. 1895, p. 94.

1^
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FOSSIL RIPPI.i:-MARK AND ITS INTERPRKTATIOX.

FO>SII RIPPLE-MARK CHARACTERISTICS AND HORIZONS.

Sandstone formations which are conspicuously ripplo-markcd
occur at horizons ran^jing in age from the Pre-Cambrian to the
pre>rnt. The>f fossil ripple-mark impressions include all of the
ty[)e> \vlii( h ha\e l)een described in preceding [lages. Examples
of \va\e fornud ripple-mark as it appears in sandstone are
illustrated both by profiles and photographs in I'igure 7 A to G
and in Plates XXIV, XXV, and XXVI. The appearance of
Pala(.zi.i( fossil current ripple-mark is shown in Plates XXVH
and XXVI II and Figure 7 H and I. Beside^ the two simple
fun<lamental type^ of symmetrical and asymmetrical ripples
which record precise evidence of the movement of the ancient
wave> and the direciion of currents which produced them, the
sandstones afford good examples of current marks (Plates XXXI
anrl XXX HI) and of interference ripple-mark (Plate XXX).
E\en the tran-\erse, secondary, ripple ridges impressed on an
ancient sand by a shifting wind are found on ripple-marked
sandstone (Plate XXXII A).

C.eological reports dealing with sandstone formations seldom
fail to mention ripple-mark as a characteristic of certain beds.
They generally neglect to state, however, the type of ripple-
mark represented. Beautifully preserved ripple-mark of both
symmetilcal and asymmetrical type occur in the Huronian. .\

good example of asymmetrical or current ripple-mark from the
lower Huronian found at lake Chibougamau, Quebec, has been
figured in a report by Faril)ault, Gwillim, and Barlow.'

I'hotographs published by Hore= show ripplc-mark of
symmetrical type in the Huronian of Ontario.

In southeastern British Columbia, Daly' has described
a quartzitc formation 1,650 feet thick called the Ripple formation,
which he referred to the Lower Cambrian, but which has since
been placed in the Prc-Cambrian by Schofield.* These quartz-

Report on geology and mineral resources, Chibougamau region. Quebec". Mines Branch.
Ouebec. 1911, p. U6.

' Micli. Acad. Sc. Rept.. v-M. 15, 1913. p. 59.
• G«>l. Surv.. Can., Mem. 38. pt. I, 1912. pp. 155-156, plates XVII and XVIH.
•Geol. Surv, Can. Ma«. Bull. 2. 1914. pp. 79-91.
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1>.

lis .iff cli.iractt'riztil bv ripple-mark in a vfr\- perfect state ol

|,.isiv !tinn anonlin^; to Daly wh« -states that: "A prim ip.i!

featup of the tiiiart/iti' i-^ the (Kcurrenif of extrtmdv wdl-

1 rippk'-marks at various horizon- On M' Kipj)lr

I
..': t, ,e marking- are cxpo-ed in a trulv spectacular fa-hion.

•„ .; ,, er bed for i thickness < 1 several hundred feet together

,1 eN vi the ..kl -and were mould<-d int.. ypica! ripples

. varied orientation. As e\|.'-e(! mi JieddinR-p'-me?

rks are '.o-d ly apparently .is siiarply niark.-d a- the>

«.iih )ed 'va^ just covered by the next w -h ol -and

V •
i. ..eiited with the strong ridges and trough-

' mselves or with their negative impressions."

I lam -andstone of the t'ambri.ifi is beautiftilb

.•)[)le-r; •
t many localities. (".o<k1 example- of ri[)ple marl

A •h:- lu'i '.or. . lav be seen at South March quarry near Ottawa

Ontario, iti t'le (iiiarries near Montebello, Ouebcc, and a

Hammond. New ^Mrk. Photographs of both current .md wav

ripple-marks fn.m the hrst locality have f)een published else

where.*

At South March (juarry the rock is a hard, white to buffish

grey, moderately coarse sandstone. It i- thin-bedded, lyintj i:

strata 2 to 10 inches thick. Some of the strata are beautifull

ri[)pK -marked. All of the ripple-m.irked beds and those as^oci

ated with them ap[xar to Ik i\u.iv barren of fossils, although

Liniiulepi acuminata Con. occur- abundantly a little lower in th

section along the railway. Two di-tinct types of rip[)le-marl

symmetrical and asymmetrical, occur in the highest beds expose

on till' hilltop.

rerti.ips no formation i- more uniformly and generall

ripple-marked than the UenM sandstone at the base of tf

Carboniferous section nf Ohio and northern Kentucky. Tf

sandstone has been de-rribeil by E. B. Andrews" and Orton an

later 1)\ Hvde' who studied it with reference to the evidence

afTordeil on the paUcogeography of its epoch.

• Kir..;;.-. V. M.. J.iur. Cwl.. vol. XXII. pp. 7(>4-;(l5. fi«ure 2.

>0<il. Surv..Ohit). Kept. FroK. (IKOy) in 2J. disl ,cd. 1H70. p. 68; oti. 1871. p. 72

•Jour. Gcol.. vol. W. loU, pp 257-269.
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rippk-s

Iv xhv Coal Mcasuris, action;- .it Jo^'i;itis and at Sidney,
N'lva Scotia, affonl notable examples of lippk-inark horizons.

While ripple-mark is a very romnion ( haraeteri-tic ot ilie

sandstone horizons mentioned .is well ,is of in.iny others, it i-.

worthy of note th.it it is absent or extieniely rare in va;ious
other sandstone hfirizons.

Althou>;h familiar with numerous sections of tin Oriskany
sandstone along its entire line of outcrop from <')ntario to Alabani.i

I have never observed ripple-mark in this formation. (Vof.

\'.i:i ingen informs me that he has noted ripple-ttiark in the New
\'ork Oriskany, but evidently this phenomenon is rare in the
Ori-kany as comp.ired with many formations. In the Knob-tone
or Riverdale sandstone of Indiana and Kentucky ri[)ple-mark
is equally rare throughout its extetuied outcrop area. The
K.i-kaski.i sandstone of southern Indiana is also entirely free

from ripple-mark so far as I have observed. These -.mdstone
formations without ripple-mark are composed of materi.ils which
closely approach the highly ripple-niarkerl beds of other for-

mations in general texture and composition. Scores of other
examples might be given of formations in which ri[)ple-P),irk is

either a very rare or a very common feature. Th.- contra-t in

this particular fwtween dillerent sandstone formations r.iises the
interesting que:.tion: why should ripple-mark be a conspicuous
feature throughout some sandstone formations and generally
absent in others ? An explanation of the comparative abundance
of ripple-mark in some horizons and its scarcity or absenct-
from others would doubtless go far towarti a complete inter-
pret, ition of the complicated histor\- of the beds fliscussed.
While an .id<(]uate explanation may not yet be practi(\ii>le, .i

brief consideration of some of the possible reasons for this <liff> r
-

encc may atTord valuable clues to some of the f.ict. .rs in the histor\-
of particular formations.

In seeking an explanation of the apparent anomaly oi the
great abundance of ripple-mark in some sandstone formations
and its absence or rarity in others, it is well to renumber tiiat the
preservation of ripple-m.irk in marine sands is [irohalily alwavs
the result of a special combination of conditions. If the tidal
currents which produce as\ mnietric rip[)!r-mark aiw.i\-:- (lowed
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with the same strength in successive tides the ripple-mark result-

inc from each tide would doubtless be always obliterated by the

migrating ripples of the succeeding tide. But tidal currents

may be interrupted and even completely checked in certain

areas by winds or flooded rivers. In the latter case large acces-

sions of sediment from the land, in the temporary absence of the

regular tidal current, might result in the ripple-mark of the last

title being covered and permanently preserved under the influence

of a current from a flooded river strong enough to check the

tidal current but too weak to produce ripple-mark. The flood

tidal current is thus sometimes held in abeyance in San Francisco

bav In the Golden Gate the current during spring tide has a

maximum velocity of 6 or 7 miles per hour. "At periods of great

freshets in the Sacramento and San Joanquin rivers there

have been instances of very slight surface current or none at all

on the smr.! flmxl in the Golden Gate."' In such a case as this

the se<liment discharged by the rivers would be likely to bury the

rippk-mark formed by the outgoing tidal current .and thus

protect it from destruction by later current action. It is safe

to assume that during the deposition of those sandstones in

which ripple-mark is absent such special conditions as thes^

never occurred.

Probably the simplest and most frequently applicabU

explanation of the presence or absence of ripple-mark in .sand

stone formation is to be found in the fact that ripple format.o.

depends on current velocity. Dr. Owen= f.n<ls that in shallov

water a current of les= than 0-85 feet per second does not mov>

ordinary sea sand. A .speed of current between 0-8^ and 2-

feet per second moves the sand in the form of ordinary curren

ripples With a current above 2 • 5 feet per second the sand move

in a sheet without forming ripples. Gurrent velocities betwee

these pro<luce ripple-mark. The absence of current rippU

1,1 irk from parts or the whole of a formation would, therefor.

suggest that the beds without ripple-mark had been deposite

under the influence of a current velocity which was above tli

;'C~':.,;u.e u..n>^.U., ^.,. o. ^. current. G».. Jour.. .oL XX^

Jan -Jmiu-, IWIK. pp. 415-420

wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmHm
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critical velocity of 2-5 feet per second. If cross-bedding is

found to characterize the beds without ripple-mark it would
no doubt denote a current much too strong or too irregular to
priKluro ripple-mark.

In the case of the paucity of ripple-mark in the Oriskany
.'ardstone still another explanation suggests itself. In many
places this formation is highly calcareous. In many sections
where it is at i)resent a pure sandstone the original calcareous
material has been leached out. It appears most probable that
the calcareous matter in the sand of this formation would have
interfered with ripple-mark development during its deposition
and the absence of ripple-mark in many sections can probably
be attributed tc: this calcareous cement.

It seems from my observations that ripple-mark of large
amplitude is much more common in limestone than in sandstone
horizons. Numerous e^amplcs have been cited in other papers'
of ripple-mark in limestone with an amplitude of one foot or
more. J. A. Udden' has reported ripple-mark in the Lower
Burlington limestone of Iowa having an amplitude of 4 to 6
feet and with crt'sts rising 6 inches above the troughs. Sowerby
mentions .? to 4 inches as th usual width of ripple-mark crests
in "medium sandstone" and gives about three-fourths of an inch
as the smallest and about one foot the greatest a- plitude
observed in sandstone. With one exception,^ in the Medina
sandstone, I recall no observation or record of sandstone ripple-
mark with amplitude exceeding one foot. The sizes commonly
met with are indicated in Plates XXIV to XXIX. Theobservat-
ions recorded m the first part of this paper, however, show that
the formation of ripple-mark in sand with an ami)]itude of several
feet is not uncommon. The extreme rarity of such large ripple-
mark in sandstone can, therefore, hardly be due to its not having

' E. M. Kindle. "Note on a ripple-marked limestone." Ottawa NaturallW. toI. 25. 1912
PP 1-3. plate VII.

'A corr.pariwn of the Cambrian and Ordovlcian ripple-mark found at 0tta»-a. ( anada,
Jour. Crfol.. Tol. 22, 1914. pp. 703-71.1.

456-47'l^'
^°^^' *'»P'«-«>arl" In Ohio Umettone..- Jour. Geol.. toI. XXIV. 1916, pp.

•Geol. Surv., Iowa, Ann. Kept.. Tol. X!, 1901, p. 87.

— V^, ^.\,
*'"'""• •Upple-marki and crow-bedding." Geol. Soc. Am.. BuU., toI. X, lg99.
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been formed while the beds were being denoGited. It is probab

that these large ripple-marks were more subject to destructic

by erosion than the smaller ones, while later deposits of sar

were being laid down, or less capable owing to size of beir

fully uncovered when preserved without partial destruction.

RIPPLE-MARK AS A CRITERION OF MARINE OR LACUSTRINE SEl

MENT.

Since the symmetrical and asymmetrical types of ripple-ma

are the product respectively of wave and current action, it

possible to infer from the absence or rarity of one or the oth

type of ripple-mark in a given series of rippled beds whether th

were accumulated under the dominant influence of current

wave action. Current action is nearly everywhere a feature

shallow marine waters, owing to the tides, and it is genera

absent or comparatively rare in lakes. Hence the abundance

the wave-made type of ripple-mark in a sandstone format,

(Plates XXV, XXVI) and the absence of the asymmetrical t)

would indicate its formation under lacustrine conditions. 1

great pre<lomit,ance on the other hand of the asymmetri

type (Plates XXVII. XXIX) of ripple-mark would ascertai

suggest the work of tidal current action and marine cor

tions. Wave action is, of course, as much a feature of mai

as it is of lake waters; hut, as has been pointed out in the t

part of this paper, the product of the joint action of wave :

current on sand is invariably the asymmetric ripple, while

entire absence of current action is essential to the formation of

symmetrical ripple.

The Joggins section well illustrates this interpretation of

significance of types of ripple-mark. The Carboniferous sec

at Joggins, Nova Scotia, wis carefully examined with refen

to the tvpe of riople-mark developed in it. The genera. abs(

from this section of marine fossils and the marvellous abund;

at many horizons of upright tree trunks often holding terres

fossils and other land plants can leave no doubt that the sedim

in it with the possible except= ,i of some interpolated ma

beds! are of non-marine origin and represent the deposits .

shallow marshy lake probably near and at times conne

.lU*.-. iRi.lL'J
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with the sea. If. as my observations on land and marine ripple-
mark appear to indicate, the symmetrical type is generally found
en lake bottoms and the asymmetrical type on sea bottoms the
fir^t named type of ripple-mark should greatly predominate in the
sandstones of the Joggins section. The ripple-mark be<ls of
this section were carefully examined twice along the series of
beds extending from the old grindstone quarry to the cliffs
southwest of the Joggins mines. Many horizons of finely
preserveei ripple-mark occur in this famous section (Plates
:CXV B and XXXII). AP of those observed are, with one excep-
tion, of the symmetrical type. One slab which had fallen from the
cliffs near the middle of the section displayed the asymmetrical
type of ripple-mark, probably representing either current action
under special conditions within a lacustrine area or temporary
access of marine currents. The evidence of the other rippl.-mark
horizons fully conforms with and r-orroborates the evidence of the
fos^ils in indicating lacustrine origin for the great bulk of the
sediments of thi section. The current marks found in this
section (Plates XXXI and XXXIII) .ncur below the Coal
Measure series.

The Berea sandstone of Ohio is another terrane which
furnishes in its abundantly rippl.-marked beds important evich-nce
regarding their hisf.ry (Plate XXVII). With reference to the type
of r'

i
.|)U-mark characterizing these beds I Ivde writes' : "The ripples

are entirely (so far as obserxed) of the oscillation (symmetrical)
type, that IS. forme<l by the slight forward-an.l-back motion of
the water which is caused by the oas.sage of a wa\e. \„t a
single occurrence has been noticed which suggests tNpical
npple-dnft,' the type of ripple which is produce.! by Jirong
currents of water moving in one direction. The ripple crests
are usually from three to five inches apart and rarely reach six
mches. T his interval varies within a few feet on any surface."My e)wn observations which include numerous sections o{ the
Berea sandstone between lake Erie and central Kentucky
coincide with those of Prof. Hyde in noting no exceptions to the

Ohio' wkt'.uZ on ",r"
"',"""'"' "": ^^i'""' -"'J B""-» f'>rmation,of central and .,„.hom

«U, ppi6i.jw.
'"'">«-«raphy of ttat epoch." Journ. U^ol,, vol. XIX. No. J.

. I.,- jan 'JT ^i^tfCW
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symmetrical type of ripple-mark in this formation. A specimt

of Berca sandstone ripplc-mark presented to the Geologic;

Survey by Prof. Prosser shows rounded crests and troughs wit

an amplitude of 21 to H inches and maximum elevation of cres

of one-fourth inch. It appears safe to conclude in view of tl

absence of asymmetrical ripple-rnark in the Berea that it re]

resents a lacustrine deposit. Some of Prof. IVosser's' carefi

descriptions of the ripple-mark and closely associated su

cracks in this horizon can only be interpreted as indicating vei

shallow water in this lake which at times over the shallower par

entirely disappeared. Prosser states: "The coarser layers

sandstone have numerous examples of small ripple-marks with t!

crests from 1 to 2 inches apart. The shale shows splend

examples of sun-cracks, extending almost to the very base of t

zone, some of wi;:ch have fillings an inch in width." Ripp

marks with au amplitude of 1 inch would certainly indica

iv,.ter not many inches in depth (see page 28.) while the s

cracks, of course, show temporary desiccation. This associati

of ripple-mark of small amplitude and mud-crack in the same i

of beds confirms the inference of vcr>' shallow water conditio:

an inference that would be drawn from the ripple-mark alone,

The evidence for the lacustrine or continental origin of 1

Berea sandstone furnished by the fossils, though somewl

inconclusive when taken alone, points toward their non-mar

origin. Several fragments of fish remains have been found

some of the Berea sandstone quarries. These afford little or

evidence regarding their affinities to marine or freshwater tyr

Other fossils are unknown in it in Ohio, although its suppo

equivalent, the Co.y sandstone of Pennsylvania, carries a mar

fauna of Pennsylvanian age. The absence of invertebr

fossils from this horizon in Ohio is itself evidence of some bat

their existence in the waters in which the Berea sandstone >

laid down and the evidence of the ripple-mark leads to the c

elusion that this bar was the fresh water of a shallow l;i

The Berea sandstone is considered by Girty, Prosser, Kindle, ;

others to represent the initial formation of the Carboniferou;

< BuU. GeoL Surr., Ohio, No. 15. t>p. 250. 2fi6-7.

v^^'yr'^w^'Vi^TT^^
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()h;(>. It has l)een shown by Prosser,' Tushin^'.^ and other- to l)e

separated from the Bedford formation i)el.)w it i)\ .in uncon-
torniity. It may be regarded as representing the lacustrine or
i.iKoonal conditions which initiated the Carijoniferon- period
in northern Ohio.

There are other formations in which the evidence of ripple-
m.irk. with reference to marine or continent.il condition-, i- nor
so clear. In the Pot-dam sandstone of Ont.irio and New \',,rk,
for example, the ripjile-m.-irk evidence does not admit .,f -n, |, nsy
interpreta'ion as in the Merea sandstone. Moth svmmetricil and
asymmetrical ripple-mark (PlatesXXVA and XXVII Ai arc found
in the sections which I havce.xamined. In the South March -ection
we-t of Ottawa ,^5 or 40 feet of this sand-tone are ex[)OM.,|. In
the lower 10 feet of the section f.iniiiilepis acuminata ("on. and
Scolithus canadensis arc abundant fossils. In the hiRher Ix'ds,
however, fossils of any kind appear to oe entirely absent, while'
ripple-mark which has not been noted in the fossiliferou< beds
appears. Both the symmetric and a -ymrnetric typo .m- pre-ent.
The former seems to be more common than the latter. It is

perhaps not safe to offer any positive opinion regarding the
inferences to be drawn from the presence of the two tvix- of
npi)le-mark in closely as.sociated beds. The facts noted '.ippc.ir
to -uggest, however, that most of the Potsdam beds <)rij;inated
under non-marine conditions.

The numerous beds of symmetrical ripple-mark which .ire
so common in the Potsdam couki not possihiv ha\-e been [)roduced
by tidal currents. If these beds were chiefly marine sediments
and if their .<ands h.id Ix-en subjected to the action of tidal cur-
rents asymmetrical ripples should jrn'ally predominate over the
symmetric type. The symmetric type, h-nvexer, .ippears to
be the dominant form and the presence of the .i-^vmm.trical
ripples seems to be most eanly expl. ined <is the re.'ult of lake
currents or of tidal currents representing occasional marine
connexion with l.igoonal waters. The entire .ibscnce of marine
fossils from most sections of the Potsd.im in Ontario and the
pri^cnce in others of fossil trails which h.ive not been correlated

' CmoI. Surv.. Dhio, Bull, 15. 1912. pp. W; 152.
'buU. Geo!. Soc. Am., vol. 26, IQ15, p. 155.

^^^smw
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with any species known in the marine facies points strongl;

towani the absence of marine conditions and tends to confirr

the interpretation oi the evidence of the ripple-mark give;

above.

Considerable interest attaches to the history of the Edmor

ton beds of Alberta because of the numerous specimens of uniqu

vertebrate fossils which have been found in them. The fresh

water fossils found in these beds clearly indicate their cor

tinental origin. But the fossils aflford no definite evidence as t

whether the beds are of fluvial or lacustrine origin. Some of th

thin sandstone beds of this formation are beautifully rippU

marked. The character of this ripple-mark should indicat

whether it is the prcxluct of current or wave action; if the formt

origin is indicated we may infer that it was formed on the be

of a river: if the latter we may conclude that it originated on

lake bottom. Examination of a very fine slab of this ripple-mar

which was collected by Geo. Sternberg and of photographs mat

in the field by Mr. Sternberg clearly indicate the symmetric tyj

of ripplc-mark. This is shown in Plate XXIV. The sk

examined was collected 2 miles above Tolman ferry, R<

Deer river, Alberta, in tp. 33, range 22. The ripple-mark shov

gently rounded troughs and sharp angular crests spaced, whe

simple, i to 1| inches apart. The troughs have a depth

J to i inch. Parts of the ripple-mark pattern show a smt

secondary rid^e in the middle of the troughs rising js of an inc

The ripple-mark with a mid-ridge has the main ridges spaced

Ij to If inches. The distinct symmetry of this ripple-ma

clearly stamps it as of wave origin; aad its extremely sm;

amplitude almost certainly indicates its formation under wat

not more than 1 or 2 feet in depth. It was, therefore, evident

formeti beyond the influence of any river current, probably

the shallow water of a marshy lake. Mr. Barnum Brown* giv

the following description of this locality: "At a point 2 mil

above Tolman ferry on the left bank there is a bed 100 \ar

square, and in which four successive series of ripjiles are preser\-

one above the other. Each series was evidently formed by ci

Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 25. 1»14. pp. 365-366.

«P
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rents coming to the shore line from a different angle as no two
are parallel. On one of the slabs collected there are worm
tracks and several impressions of a horse-tail rush." As already
stated the symmetry of these ripple-marks shows that they are not
current but wave made. Mr. Brown would hav e been correct if he
had stated that they indicate winds of varying direction rather
than currents.

At other levels in these beds asymmetrical ripple-mark
has been found by Mr. Sternberg which indicate current action.

PAL.COGEOGRAPHIC SIGNIFIC.\NCE OF RIPPLE-MARK.

In formations which are very generally ripple-marked
throughout careful tabulation of the general trend of the ripple-
niark may afford important evidence regarding the position of
shore-lines at the time of their formation. Symmetric or wave-
made ripple-mark if found in water of moderate or slight depth
will trend appro.\imately with the shore off which it was formed.
.'\symmetric or current ripple-mark (Plates XXVII to XXIX) will
trend at right angles to the course of the current which produced it.

In the case of tidal currents the direction of the current is generally
parallel to the nearest shore. Hence the asymmetrical ripple-mark
produce<J by them trend at right angles to adjacent shore-lines.
Fossil asymmetrical ripples thus indicate a shore-line trending at
right angles to their course while symmetrical ripples indicate a
shore-line parallel to their own direction. It is, of course, evident
that any trustworthy deductions of this kind must be based
upon a large number of observations.

Prof. Jesse E. Hyde has made effective use of this kind of
evidence in his study of the ripple-mark in the Bedford and
Berca formations. His deductions regarding the trend of the
shoro-line, based upon the observed constancy of direction of the
ripple-mark, are indicated in the following extract from his paper:'
"The conclusion seems to be warranted that the persistency
of direction of the ripples of the Bedford and Berea indicates the
prevailing direction of the water waves which formed them and
that this in turn was controlled, either by a shore line or water
so shallow as to bring the waves into adjustment parallel to this

' Jour. GeoL, Tol. XIX, No. 3. April-May 1911, p. 265.
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shore line, or, if it was only shallow water control, to the co

tours on the sea flcx)r. . . .This shore line or the contour of t

bottom must have been parallel to the ripple direction, that

it must have extended in a northwest southeast direction

Hyde's conclusions regardinR the trend of the shore-line sec

unassailable from the evidence of the ripple-mark prescnti

But no direct evidence a.^ to whether the shore-line was east

west from the area studied can be derived from the ripple-mai

Prof. Hyde's conclusions that the Berea shore-tine lay to t

southward is based upon other consiilerations than the ripp

mark evidence. In this conclusion ! <!<) not concur, but tl

point is not material to the present discussion and need not

pursued here.

ORDER OF SUCCESSION INDICATED BY R1PPI,E-MARK.

In areas of excessive orogenic disturbances it is often ve

difficult to ascertain with certainty the original order of supi

position of the beds. The discovery in such Iwds of ripple-ma

often serves to clearly indicate which is the top and which is t

bottom of the section. A reversed or overturned bed of ripn

mark would, of course, indicate a corresponding reversal of t

original order of the beds of the section. This use of ripple-ma

in determining order of superposition, of course, assumes that t

trough and crest in ripple-mark arc unlike and distinguishab

Certain kinds of ripple-mark which have ridges and troug

distinctly unlike m;'y be used in this way. Where the crest a

trough show a similar degree of curvature as in the case of soi

wave-made ripple-mark it would be impossible to distinguish t

sandstone mould from the original ripple-mark. Most examp

of current made ripple-mark exhibit the same characteiist

the contour of the trough and crest being so nearly identical tf

discrimination between a mould and the original would be ve

difficult and often impossible in the case of fossil ripp!»-maik

beds where the order of >uperposition was unknown. This \i

be Hcarly seen by reference to the ripple-mark profiles in Figui

3 and 7 H and I. If the top and bottom of figures 3 E a

3 F or 7 H and 7 I be reversed the figures will show nearly the sai
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contours for the tops of the ridges as before reversing. It is,

therefore, evident that current ripple-marl: and wave ripple-

mark wiih crests and troughs of similar contour cannot be used
as criteria for determining the true order of superposition in

areas of complex structure. The type of ripple-mark, which is

very common in wave ripple-mark, characterized by sharp angular
crests separated by wide rounded troughs (Figure 7 C, D, and C.)

or rounded hollows, each of which has a low sharp ridge in the
centre (Figures 4 C and D and 7B) may be depended upon, how-
ever, to furnish decisive evidence regarding the order of super-
position in disturbed areas. There appears to bf no exception
to the rule that in the type of ripple-mark in which the profile

shows a series of gentle curves connected by angles the angles
will represent the crests. Mr. G. K. Gilbert's' observations on
this point coincide with my own. Since no examples of ripple-

marks with rounded crests and angular troughs are known,
the angular parts of the profile can be considered to represent the
crests when found in beds whose order of superposition is un-
kn*^ wn. While the evidence of this kind of ripple-mark is entirely
trustworthy it should be clearly understood that the interpretat-
ion of the evidence of the other types referred to is difficult and
generally of no value. Prof. Van Hise' pointed out some years
ago the utility of ripple-mark in determining order of super-
position, but neither he norJukes nor Geikie.'who discussed this
principle, indicated that many varieties cannot be used in this
way.

Cross Bedding.

Cross bedding represents in many instances one phase of a
phenomenon called sand waves which are nothing more than
current made ripple-mark of mammoth porportions that appear
to be formed instead of ripple-mark when the current is overloaded
with sediment. The crests are often 1,5 to 35 feet apart and
rise .2 tr, ?, feet above the troughs. They are formed on the beds
of most streams which are heavily laden with sediment and
alone; <n< .^t coast lines which are subject to the action of pcnverful

' Bull, riiil. S(X-. of Wish., vol. 2. 1874-78. pp. 61-62.
• I61I1 Ann. Rept Direct U. S. Ceol. Survey. Pt. I, 1896. pp. 719-7;i.
• StuOeiifa manual of ucology, 3d. H 1371, p. 63.
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tidal currents. A set of betls which have been !aid down in a

zone characterized by sand-wave formation may not presei"ve

the outlines of any single set of sand waves but the steep fore.set

beds which are .ormed as these waves travel with the current

will be pres«>rved as the familiar cross bedding so common in

many coarse sandstones. Cross bedding is thus characteristic

of both river and tidal current laid beds. The direction of the

inclined beds in the river deposit- should, however, possess a

degree of uniformity not shared by those which have been

prfxluced in marine deposits under the influence of a current

which daily reverses its direction. The variable direction of the

cross bedding in marine elastics should serve to distinguish

them from continental river laid beds.

Cross bedding on a much finer and smaller scale than that

developed in connexion with sand waves may characterize

sandstones formed under water velocities suitable for the for-

mation of ordinary asymmetrical ripple-mark. J. E. Spurr'

and T. A. Jagger, jun.,- who held different views of the subject,

have very fully discussed this type of structure.

'Spurr, J. E. "False bedding In «ratified drift deposits." Am Gcol.. vol. XIII. 1894,

pp. 43-47. "OscUUtion and dngle-current ripple-marks," Am. GeoL, vol. XIII, 1894, pp.
201-206.

' Jagger. T. A., iun., "Some conditions of ripple-mark." Am. Geol., toL XIII, 1894. pp.
199-201.
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Platk I.

A. Ripple-mark on a sand dune near \''ellington, Ont.

B. Ripple-mark and wind excavation round a stump on sand dune near
Wellington, Ont.

C. Margin of an advancing dune showing sand at angle of rest; the house
IS now (April, 1916) partially buried; photo taken July 9, 1914-
Sand Bank, Ont. -> j .

(Pages 8, 9.)
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PtAl: (I.

A.
P'^^f^^^^^^Jp"^^ wind-made rippie-m,.r.: fr .,n dune near W.llingt.n,

""

''"colCofne:'on"t"1pStr^ ""P'^'""'' '-" dune west of Port
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Plate HI.

^"^J^f Th*** "''F'^'^
surface flowing over sand plain, showing appearance

n.

^'"^.m^l/lT
"''•'•

^^r'.y"'}''
."howin? ripple-mark on left side and
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A. Brook flowing over sand and forming ripple-mark and current mark of

la"ke'"'oJtrwa""(p"agl"lt3'n
'""'"'' """• °' '*"'P''"' "^'""^''

B. Profile view of brook shown in A. (Page 13.)
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Plate V.

A ami B. The bore astendino thf Fe»it'-"ti;— r"r- t t!-» > » s * ^
Moncton. N.b. IFage )9.)
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A. High tide in bay of Fundy at Port Lome, \.S. (Page 19.

H. Low tide in bay of Fundy at fort Lome, N.S, (Page l<i.)
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I'LATE VII

A. Asymmetripl or current rippie-mirk left !.> ebbin,{ tide, current directionfrom right to left, Wind^^r, N.S. (Pages 3, 12, 19, 22 )

"

A,ynu^trical^^ v.,„,,k^c.^„t d.rcct.ou from left to ri«ht. Winder,
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Plate Vlll.

.Asy,n,ntnrica. n,,,'l • .:...rk with amplitude of 2 to 4 feet, at tht- mouth
<'l a tidal stream, northwest comer St. .Mary bay, N.S. (Pa-e 19.)

Asymmetrical ripple-mark or "sand w.ives," w.th amplitudt- of lu • 1

ket, Avon river, Windsor, N S. (Pa-'e 22.

.»^
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Museum Hi.llktin No. 25.
Plat:: IX.

•^=y""\«"^?;°'- .current npple-niark modil.ed by waves runninK oi,liqueto the direction of the current; xh^ finer sculptiirinn is the work olwave action; Avon river below \\'i..dsor, N.S (PageL 29 5o"

!• Plaster cast of asymmetrical ripple-mark of large amplitude with «ravel
and coarse sand in troughs, beach at Kingsport, N.S. (Page 2!.)
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Plate X.

'•

'''"win'd'^JrrNl'TPaS'lljrP'"'"^^''
'^•"' '^^'^^^ °f invertebrates.

'''"mLfd^'^^h^CceniSoTrSlfri^'' ""•'' invertebrate trails on sand•m a percentage of mud, Avon river, Windsor, N.S. (Page 12.)
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Plate Xir.

'. A>yn.nar>c.; ripple-nu.rk of irregular pattern, King.port, X S. (Pa^e 12.)

^'*''?lTe'ofrolZl''""'''
'"terrupted by small boulders; estuary at low

o.'l<°'GnCcTfe.al^ Tj^m' '^^^''"^^°"- Ph-^'^^-p-^ ^v
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Plate XIH.

''-Ais,srri4'aii"psi>«rar,s^s

KZ^aj^^;;;-.^

:^fr^*^
' ' *rn
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'"l AIL XIV.

'''tvTs1„°d^iW^;„^ iunction of in.onun,
An„,squan,. Mass. (Page 1^ PrtShV^^^^^^fi/^-'-

'•

'"^'^SJS:-!^^^^'^'"' f-.™ -nvergin, waves an,| .y^. ^..^

tPage 32.) Vhot'o^raprbyG?K.' Gilbert.'
'" '^' ^""'^''"3"'. ^lass:
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Plate XV.

(Page 30.)
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Platf. X\i.

"
''ns.XWJKiei<Sl^,!;>l|-"^^^^

li.
PI,.

''N's"'(pige''3?r
"'"'• ""'^'^'^ 8^°"nd bar. mouth of Avon river,

jyiT^ife^
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Plate XVII.

a Bmall brook. (Pagw 36. ay^^^^"'
"«^ work of the current of



t.^TsrsK'/^.^^xjLir-A'i^v
-
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Plate XIX.

"
""i?.?&?te^SS!;5;-teru,i'i^^^

//

'wwm^

Port Co^bornrOnr'"^eT4.r'' '"
'
^''"^ °' '^''' ^"'^ ^'
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Plate X\'.

A. Symmrtrical^ripple-mark forming under wave action, Wellington, Ont.

B. Symmetrical ripple-mark under about 6 inch« of wate- u-ith -r ^,.,nppird surface. West lake. Wellington, Ont: (pI|^"24T2S.)
* *'
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A. Symmetrical ripnle-mark fnr™«j u
water.

andXt^g^phrt^ou'^^h^lIeVAfe'"^^^^^ -"- °'

'•;• ^—.^.
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Plate XXII.

Ont. (PagM34.35.) ^ ^^"'^ '^°''""' '^''^ Deschenes,
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Plak. XXIII.

^-
'"''(Pares^ri'e'r"' '" ' ''^'^^ '-"^- H-"'on county. Ind.

B. Interference ripple-mark photographed in shallow water Brit.nn' nPhotograph by L. D. Burling (Page 34.)
'
^"'^""'«- O"*.

P**^ >*'

**^^~--k ^s& ""^ :" «..w^

C. Plaster cast, taken

r^. ^-^

6nt'''(PageB3r35!)
*'''"' °' '"terference ripple-mark. Britannia,
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Plate XXIV.

Sternberg. (Pages 43752)' ^^^"''- Photograph by Geo.

mJm^

rf^h

B View ^seriesin which .,nli.-ir.arkshowi -n A -
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Plate XXV.

^'
fSr'rwip'^'^S'r'^K''-'^''' 'T" '"^'^'^" "^S^^ between much strongerangular ridges on Cambrian sandstone. Hammond. N.Y. (Pages 43, 51 )

^'Iff'^lH,

B. Symmetrical ripple-mark with sharply angular ridges, Coal M
Joggms. N.S. (Page 49.)

S>-a, v-oai .m casures,
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P^ATE XXVI.

"""Bliia3?SiF-^^-ss
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IYate XXV 111.

A. Asymmetrical ripple-mark. Blacksmith canyon, Logan, Ltah. (Page 48.)

'<t
%A'!f

''N'''

Asyrti metrical or current ripple-mark with tr.insverse wave ripple-mark
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PL.Mt XXIX.

Asynimetnc.il rippk-iii.irk crossed by niiiiuturc ripplc-iimrk <liic la w.ivcs
transverse to the tlireotion of current, Re.l l)e(ls, MwMy creek
Shoshone reservation I'.S,.^. Photograph by N. H. O.irton',
U.b.O.b. Uiigc* 30, 53.)
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ri..\TE XXX.

A. Interference^ ripni-r.crk on Coal Measure sandstone, Cape Breton,

B. Interference ripple-mark on Berea sandstone, Elvrin. Ohio Phn'n-n-h
liy (j. K. Gilbert, U.S.O.S. (I'ages 36, 43.)

'
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I'LATi: XX.XI.

A. Current mark on Carbonilero;is ?-in,Ulonc, I(i""in^
(I'ages 3S, 43, 49.)

ctiyn, \. S.

L). Current mark on slab of Carboniferous sandstone, JoKi;ins section,
N.S. (Pas-. 38, 43, 49.)
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I'LAn; XXXII.

A. Symmetrica! ripplc-mark with transverse ripples, on Carboniferous
sandstone, Joggins section, N.S. (Pages 43, 49.)

Syminctriea! ripijie-inark with sauo-r 'jhaped tlepressluiis in the tfOL:i;!iS,

Carboniferous sandstone, Joggii section, N.S. (.Page 49.)
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